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Dida

■ The language discussed in 
this article is Dida.
■ Dida is spoken in the Ivory 

Coast in West Africa.
■ Kaye (1980) argues that 

Dida has a 10th mystery 
vowel that only exists in its 
underlying form.



Evidence that a 10th Vowel Exists

■ Kaye shows four phonological rules that do 
not work quite well without considering the 
existence of a 10th vowel in the respective 
environments.
■ However, when he posits that there is a 10th

underlying vowel, then the rules work.



Presentation Outline

I. Show the Four Phonological Environments 
for which the Rules do not Work without 
the 10th Vowel

II. Introduce the 10th Vowel
III. Show the Four Phonological Environments 

for which the Rules Work Well with 10th
Vowel



Advanced Tongue Root Feature
[ATR]

■ [ATR] is a vowel feature that involves 
moving the base of the tongue 
forward and lowering the larynx 
– Advanced vowels [+ATR]:

[i] [u] [e] [o]
– Retracted vowels [-ATR]:

[ɪ] [ʊ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [a]

[+ATR]

[-ATR]



Four Phonological Environments that 
Provide Evidence for 10th Vowel

1. The Concretizer
2. The Pronominal System
3. The Question Suffix
4. Vowel Harmony



Phonological Environment #1:
The Concretizer
■ Dido has a “concretizer” suffix /ᴐ/ that refers to

specific objects rather than objects in general. 
■ It corresponds to the definite article “the” in English. 



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

stem
stem

+
complementizer translation last sound 

of stem

last sound
of stem

and sound of
complementizer

No change

Assimilation

10th Vowel Here
And 

Pattern Not 
Clear



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

Rule 1
Retraction
regressive

Rule 2
Assimilation
progressive

Rule 1 
feeds 
Rule 2



Phonological Environment #2:
The Pronominal System

■Dida has a unusual pronoun system 
where the final vowel of the stem 
determines its pronoun.
■For example, all words that end in [i] have 

[ɪ] as its pronoun.
■ The pronouns are: [ɪ] [ʊ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [a].



Phonological Environment #2:
The Pronominal System

■ Dida has a unusual 
pronoun system where the 
final vowel of the stem 
determines its pronoun.

■ For example, all words that 
end in [i] have [ɪ] as its 
pronoun.

■ The pronouns are: [ɛ] [ʊ]
[a] [ɔ] [ɪ].



Phonological Environment #2: The Pronominal System

A stem that ends 
with the vowel on 
the left takes the 
pronoun on the 

right.

10th Vowel Here



Phonological Environment #2: The Pronominal System

Pronoun Retraction Rule
[V#] + [-ATR] = Pronoun

1. Take stem-final vowel
2. Make that vowel [-ATR]

So, if the vowel is already       
[-ATR] like [ɪ] [ʊ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [a]
then the pronoun is just 
that vowel.

10th Vowel Again 
is not Following 

the Rule



Phonological Environment #3:
The Question Suffix

■ In Dida, questions are formed by adding 
question suffixes [e], [ε], or [a].
■However, we cannot see a pattern that 

determines when which suffix appears.



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix
In Dida, questions are formed by adding a question suffix.

last sound 
of stem

last sound
of stem and 

question suffix

No 
Evidence 

of 10th
Vowel with 

the 
Question 

Suffix

word without 
question suffix

word with 
question suffix



Phonological Environment #3:
The Question Suffix
It appears that these two rules may be making the 
question suffix, but they do not always work.

Rule 3 (Retraction)
progressive

Rule 4 (Assimilation)
regressive

Rule 3
feeds
Rule 4



Phonological Environment #4:
Vowel Harmony
■ Dida has an optional ATR-harmony in some morpho-syntactic contexts.

– Vowel harmony is when a vowel changes its features according to 
another vowel.

– ATR harmony is when a vowel changes its [ATR] feature according to 
another vowel.

■ X …Y is the appropriate morpho-syntactic context for the application of this 
rule.

– There are morpho-syntactic contexts, let’s call them X and Y, between 
which the vowel gets the [ATR] feature from another vowel.

Rule 5:
Vowel Harmony  Rule



Phonological Environment #4:
Vowel Harmony

■ Dida has an 
optional ATR-
harmony in some 
morpho-syntactic 
contexts.

■ We see ATR 
harmony here 
because both 
vowels have the 
same [ATR] 
features. 

Both vowels are [-ATR] Both vowels are [+ATR]



Phonological Environment #4:
Vowel Harmony

■ Another a-e 
alternation, this 
time in the 
context of vowel 
harmony



The 10th Vowel: /A/

■ The 10th vowel is the 
[+ATR] counterpart to 
[a].

■ Let’s call this 10th

vowel /A/.
■ /A/ never is 

represented in the 
surface structure but 
rather only exists as its 
abstract underlying 
form.

A



The 10th Vowel: /A/

■When /A/ does not undergo any 
phonological process that realizes it as a 
certain vowel, it surfaces as [e] by default.
■ Let’s call this rule Neutralization, Rule 6.



Phonological Environment #4:
Vowel Harmony

■With the 10th vowel /A/, we now have 
vowel harmony.  

Now, we have ATR harmony

We don’t have ATR harmony.



Phonological Environment #3:
The Question Suffix

■ In Dida, questions are formed by adding a 
question suffix.
■However, it is unclear what the underlying 

form of the suffix is.



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix
In Dida, questions are formed by adding a question suffix.

last sound 
of stem

last sound
of stem and 

question suffix

No 
Evidence 

of 10th
Vowel with 

the 
Question 

Suffix

word without 
question suffix

word with 
question suffix



Phonological Environment #3:
The Question Suffix

■ In Dida, questions are formed by adding a 
question suffix.
■However, it is unclear what the underlying 

form of the suffix is.
■ If we make /A/ the underlying form of the 

suffix, then it works.



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix

■ In Dida, questions are formed by adding a question suffix.

■ The question suffix is the 10th vowel.
last sound 

of stem
last sound

of stem and 
question suffix

Everything 
works but 
this one



Phonological Environment #3:
The Question Suffix
It appears that these two rules may be making the 
question suffix, but they do not always work.

(3) Rule (Retraction)

(4) Rule (Assimilation)
regressive

Rule 3
feeds
Rule 4



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix

(3) Rule (Retraction)

(4) Rule (Assimilation)

(6) Rule (Neutralization)

Rule 3
feeds
Rule 4

Rule 4
feeds
Rule 6

Now with /A/ and Rule 3, it works.



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix

e# → ee#     #ε → εε#       o# → ee#

UR                             /eA/                /εA/                /oA/

-------- εa                  --------

AA                     aa AA

ee -------- ee

SR                                 [ee]                  [aa]                  [ee]      

Rule 3

Rule 4

Rule 6



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix

■ To account for this one problem where his rules do not work, Kaye 
says that it is an exception and posits an additional rule that only this 
line follows. 

■ Let’s call this Rule 7.



Phonological Environment #3: The Question Suffix

■ The Exception Case

UR /εA/

εa

εε

SR [εε]

Rule 3

Rule 7



Phonological Environment #2:
The Pronominal System

■Dida has a unusual pronoun system 
where the final vowel of the stem 
determines its pronoun.
■For example, all words that end in [i] have 

[ɪ] as its pronoun.
■ The pronouns are: [ɪ] [ʊ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [a].



Phonological Environment #2:
The Pronominal System

■ Dida has a unusual 
pronoun system where the 
final vowel of the stem 
determines its pronoun.

■ For example, all words that 
end in [i] have [ɪ] as its 
pronoun.

■ The pronouns are: [ɛ] [ʊ]
[a] [ɔ] [ɪ].



Phonological Environment #2: The Pronominal System

A stem that ends 
with the vowel on 
the left takes the 
pronoun on the 

right.

10th Vowel Here



Phonological Environment #2: The Pronominal System

Pronoun Retraction Rule
[V#] + [-ATR] = Pronoun

1. Take stem-final vowel
2. Make that vowel [-ATR]

So, if the vowel is already       
[-ATR] like [ɪ] [ʊ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [a]
then the pronoun is just 
that vowel.

10th Vowel Again 
is not Following 

the Rule



Phonological Environment #2: The Pronominal System

Pronoun Retraction Rule
[V#] + [-ATR] = Pronoun

1. Take stem-final vowel
2. Make that vowel [-ATR]

So, if the vowel is already       
[-ATR] like [ɪ] [ʊ] [ɛ] [ɔ] [a]
then the pronoun is just 
that vowel.

/A/ + [-ATR] → [a]
10th Vowel is the [+ATR] 

counterpart to [a], so /A/ 
becomes [a] as it takes 

the [-ATR] feature.



Phonological Environment #1:
The Concretizer
■ Dido has a “concretizer” suffix /ᴐ/ that makes references to 

a specific object as opposed to the object in general.



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

stem
stem

+
complementizer translation last sound 

of stem

last sound
of stem

and sound of
complementizer

No change

Assimilation

10th Vowel Here
And 

Pattern Not 
Clear



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

Rule 1 
Retraction

Rule 2
Assimilation

Rule 1 
feeds 
Rule 2



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

UR                                              /eᴐ/

εᴐ                         

εε

SR                                              [εε]

Rule 1 
Retraction

Rule 2
Assimilation
progressive

This does not work because we 
do not get the desired results.



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

UR                                              /Aᴐ/                 

aᴐ                                                

ᴐᴐ              

SR                                              [ᴐᴐ]                       

Rule 4
Assimilation
regressive

Rule 1
Retraction

Path 1

There are 2 paths that /Aᴐ/ can be realized. This is Path 1.



Phonological Environment #1: The Concretizer

UR                            /Aᴐ/

AA     

ee

SR                              [ee]

Rule 2
Assimilation
progressive

Rule 5 
(Nuetralization)

Path 2

There are 2 paths that /Aᴐ/ can be realized. This is Path 2.



Conclusion: Key Takeaways

■Dida appears to have a tenth vowel /A/ 
that never is realized at the surface level 
but exists as an underlying form.
■Kaye’s 10th vowel /A/ solves almost all 

the problems, but in some environments 
the solution is cleaner than in others.


